
Definitions,

Closest packing schemes

Interstitial sites

Other packing schemes

Polymorphism (disintegrating buttons)

Alloys

Closest packing of coins



AB… closest packing of

spheres

ABC… closest packing of

spheres



coordination number

in both modes, each

sphere is in contact with

12 others

there are nooks and

crannies in this structure

Holes in closest packed

lattices

T

TO



octahedral holes

1 site per packing sphere

(d/2 where d is distance

between layers)

tetrahedral holes

tetrahedral sites (0.707

d)

2 sites per packing

sphere

T



T sites in cubic closest

packed

How big does a interstitial atom have to

be to keep ions/atoms from bumping?

2r(Oh) + 2 r(P)

2 r(P)

Packing 
Direction



size preferences for

different holes

radius ratio rules

Group work:  What is the largest size of

interstitial sphere (relative to the packing

sphere) that can fit in the tetrahedral hole?

radius ratio guidelines

coordination
number

geometry limiting radius
ratios
r+/r-

possible lattice
structures

4  tetrahedral <0.225 wirzite, zinc

blende

6 octahedral <0.414 or >2.42 NaCl, rutile

8  cubic <0.732 or >1.37 CsCl, fluorite

12 cubo-octahedral >1.00 n/a



Unit Cells_ different types

of Crystals

a

b

c

Bravais Crystal Systems

crystal system a, b, c (°) (°) (°) symmetry elements present

cubic a=b=c 90 90 90 four 3-fold axes each inclined at

54°44' to cell axes (parallel  to

body diagonals)

tetragonal a=b c 90 90 90 4-fold axis along z axis only

orthorhombic a b c 90 90 90 2-fold axes in 3 mutually

perpendicular directions

hexagonal and

trigonal

a=b c 90 90 120 3-fold or 6-fold axis along z axis

only

monoclinic a b c 90 90 90 2-fold axis (2 or  2 ) in one

direction only (y-axis)

triclinic a b c,

(  = = )

90 90 90 1 fold symmetry (identity or

inversion) only

rhombahedral a=b=c,

 (  =  =   90)

90 90 90 a subclassification of trigonal



Lattice types

primitive, P lattice point located only on vertices

body centered, I lattice point centered in body plus thus at
vertices

face centered on one set of faces, C lattice points centered on one pair of faces
and vertices

rhombohedral, R

Primitive unit cell(a)

body centered cubic (b)



polymorphism

Crystal type is not forever

Changing temperature can lead to a change in xtal

structure

The change of structure type can allow greater

vibrational motion at higher temp (more room =

lower density)

A tin problem

The Russian army had a problem with tin

buttons

White tin (beta-Sn) is metallic(d= 7.31 g/mL),

but at 14° C it slowly turns to alpha-Sn (d =

5.75 g/mL) .

This change is accelerated as the temp gets

lower…

Guess what happened to Russian troops with

tin buttons in the Russian winter?



Alpha tin structure

Alloys

Alloy types

Substitutional alloys

Interstitial alloys



Substitutional alloys

One metal atom subtitutes another metal atom

in the crystal lattice.

Size matters!

The different atoms should be within (in general)

about 15% of each others atomic radius

Bonding type matters too!

If a metal tends to form fcc units cells, it is not likely

to form a sub. alloy with a metal that wants to be

bcc!

Interstitial alloys

Atoms fit in the holes described earlier.

H is one important example

It can easily fit into the Ni lattice, leading to NiH

“alloys” or the infamous nickel hydride battery.



Substitutional(a), interstitial (b)

alloys

(c) is a bit of both

Real compounds- ionic solids

Today: 45-62

Friday: 45-62 + 615-621, 636-640



Today’s question-

There are two terms in the lattice energy

equations based on a purely electrostatic

model. Explain why, briefly.

Intermetallic Compounds

These are not simple replacement or

modifications of parent structures.

There are unique features of the new

compounds.

Charge transfer is observed from electropositive

metals to electrongative metals

Some of these compounds have been structurally

characterized.



Zintl phases

Addition of an alkalai metal to a more

electronegative metal gives rise to neat stuff

which involves electron transfer.

Na + Tl-> [Na+][Tl-] colorless, as Tl-  is isoelectronic

with Cdia

LiZn is colored as electron transfer gives unfilled

band structure/valence electron structures.

more solid state

45-62; 615-621, 636-640

M: 65-74, W: 74-90



How big does a counterion

have to be to keep ions from

bumping?

2r(Oh) + 2 r(P)

2 r(P)

Packing 
Direction

size preferences for

different holes

radius ratio rules



radius ratio guidelines

coordination
number

geometry limiting radius
ratios
r+/r-

possible lattice
structures

4  tetrahedral >0.225 wirzite, zinc

blende

6 octahedral >0.414 or <.42 NaCl, rutile

8  cubic >0.732 or <1.37 CsCl, fluorite

12 cubo-octahedral >1.00 n/a

examples

Compare BeS and ZnS

Be2+ 59 pm

S2- 170 pm

Zn2+ 88 pm



radius ratios

r+/r- (BeS) r+/r- (ZnS)

0.35 0.52

expect that:

Be ion will adopt Td holes

(0.225<RR < 0.414)

Zn ion will go into Oh holes

(0.414<RR<0.732)



in reality…

BeS does adopt a Td site in the wurzite type

structure,

ZnS does not adopt the  predicted octahedral

structure expected from the radius ratio rule

(both forms have Td Zn2+)

What is wrong?

What’s wrong?

radius ratio assumes:

1. ions are hard spheres

2. there are no covalent interactions

Polarization!



effects of polarization

1. violation of radius ratio rules

2. lowering of melting/boiling points

3. lower solubility in polar/donor solvents (lower

ionic character)

4. inconsistent radii compared with tabulated

ionic radii

Covalent Character in Ionic

Compounds

Fajan's rules: or is any bonding totally ionic?

Polarization can be used to describe the

breakdown in pure ionic bonding

ionic  potential,   
Z 2

r



factors favoring covalent

character

high charge and small size of cation

high charge and large size of anion

electron configuration of the cation

a cation with a partially filled/filled “d” subshell (and

empty “s” and “p” subshells) is more polarizing than

a cation with inert gas configuration

note effects in classic

examples

CaCl2 vs HgCl2

mp 782° vs. 276°

LiX, X = F  Cl Be  I

mp 845° 605° 550° 449°

Which show more “molecular” characteristics?



solubility

AgX in water

X = F Cl Br I

solub sol sp. sol insol insol

w/NH3 s s sp. s. insol

Read!!

today: 65-79

615-621, 636-640

W:74-90

Test is on ?

A week from today??



today’s question

Write all valid Lewis structures of NCO-.

Calculate the formal charges on all atoms and

use this information to predict which Lewis

structure will make the greatest contribution to

the electronic structure of the ion.

structures?  What about

AlPO4??

mp>1500°

insol in water



Layered and other complex

Structures

In this class of compounds, there is a high

degree of covalency between the “ions” in the

solid

this feature was shown in the structure of

aluminum phosphate

consider MgMgSiO4:

ball and stick view

(Mg2SiO4)



consider MgMgSiO4:

polyhedral view

(Mg2SiO4)

How can one predict the

structure given many

variables?

the information gathered from many previous

structures is a great help.

For a class of metal oxides, say M2AO4, a large

number of such compounds have been characterized

If you draw a 2D surface of rM vs rA, it turns out that

certain structure types lie in particular areas of rA and rM



Structure Fields

rB

rA

Group Work:

What structure would you expect MgAl2O4 to

adopt based on the structure field shown?



spinel structure

Mg, Al

Layered Structures

PbI2



a closer look at layered

structures

note that there are strong interactions within

the layer

the forces between layers are not as strong

chemistry?

intercalation of

NH2NH(CH3)



Imperfections/Defects in Ionic

Solids

previous discussions have described crystal

structures in terms of sites that are occupied

and vacant in a perfect crystal

what do we mean by perfect?????

two general types that don’t

affect gross structure

misplaced ion

in T site instead of O site (or vice versa)

absence of an ion or an extra ion

either creates holes or fills holes



Frenkel Defect

displaced ion (in T site, not O)

for example:



Schottky Defects

absence of ions in lattice

sites

induced by ion “exchange”

leads to non-

stoichiometric

compounds

controlled valency

F-centers

induced by ion “exchange”



controlled valency

can be used to prepare semiconductors: replacement

of 10% Ni by Li gives   1 -1 cm-1

F-centers

induced by reducing conditions (metal atom vapors,

cation and electron separate)



Solid Electrolytes: a novelty

with applications

the ability of solid “ionic” compounds to

conduct electricity by ion transport (not by

electron transport: these materials are

electronic insulators) has significant

applications in battery design

for example, more active metals can be used

AgI and beta-alumina

solid electrolytes

Heating solid AgI to temperatures below the

melting point generates a conductive “ionic”

solid

the charge carriers are not electrons

conductivity is improved by addition of Rb to

give RbAg4I5



 alumina which has an

excess of Na (non-

stoichiometric)

ideal formula:  Na2Al22O34

in conductive systems: Na2.58Al21.8O34

conductivity of these

systems (35% H2SO4 has 

= 0.8 -1 cm-1

RbAg4I5  0.27 -1 cm-1

beta alumina 0.03 to 0.18 -1 cm-1



conduction mechanisms

vacancy mechanism

migration of an ion to a vacant position in the lattice

interstitial mechanism

migration of an ion to a different hole type

interstitialcy mechanism

migration of an ion to a different hole type with migration of a

different ion to the vacancy created

solid ionic conduction

mechanisms



structures are not static

 form (Zn

blende) above

50.7° C is

conductive

 form is not

structure ?



Group Work:

What structure would you expect MgAl2O4 to

adopt based on the structure field shown?


